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UPDATE ON THE “D.W.” COVERS - Part 2 by Chris Hargreaves continued:
I also received some other suggestions, which may hold a key to the mystery:

 Having spent many years planning aircraft baggage, cargo and mail loading, and weight and balance, I am acutely
aware of the importance of the weight of things stuffed into aircraft. I would think that those handling air mail in
the post offices would have been briefed on the importance of the accurate recording of the weights of any mail
they submitted for carriage by air. As postal employees processed the mail, and I know nothing of the processes
followed in those 1930s post offices, there would at some point have been a requirement to accurately keep a
record of the mail accumulating for the airport. Could it have been possible that letters were organized in bundles
of a certain weight? Is it possible that the top letter in each bundle was stamped d.W. to indicate that the weight
of that bundle has been recorded in a total? Could the ‘w’ have stood for weight? Could the D. have stood for
daybook or diary or ….
 I have a suggestion to make by analogy to practice in the UK. The UK post office had a wide variety of marks that
are generically known as inspectors marks. They are often strange symbols or one or two letters within a frame.
The frame could be circular, oval , rectangular etc. These were applied by an inspector in the post office and
authorised the treatment of the letter in some way. Often each inspector had his own distinctive mark. Maybe the
handstamp is the mark of an inspector in the Winnipeg office.
The suggestion of an Inspector’s mark revisits one of the earlier lines of enquiry. The concern at that time, was what
sort of post office employee would apply their handstamp over special instructions, as on Covers #26 and 27; or a
postmark as on Cover #9 (Figure 18.)
However, the letter below also revisited an “old” question: how many handstamps were there?


The more I look at the covers in Topics, the more I see different stamps.
Look at Cover 5, both parts of the D have a surge or extension.
Cover 6 the D has a serious indent in the upright and the w appears as
separate strokes
Cover 3 & 4 the right hand stroke of the w appear different
BUT clearly the “surge around the periods appear to move around within
each box. Some are to the left say 10 o’clock (Cover 4), some 11 (Cover 7),
some 12 (Cover 3), some none or very little (Cover 3),
Even the boxes are different. Cover 1 missing a junction in lower right,
Cover 2 is overly fat at that same place, Cover 3 the lines are overly thick,
Cover 7 lines appear flexible, Cover 5 the upper right is bent out. Cover 8
an extra line appears.
Interesting to note that Cover 10 & 11 appear identical, bent out top right
and amiss in bottom right.
I wonder about a “homemade’ kit type device. I remember as a young boy
(‘40’s) we had a rubber type set we could “manufacture’ our own rubber
stamps. Tweezers fit the individual letters into a wooden holder. My best
guess it is a homemade personalized stamp Any professionally done stamp
would have been consistently the same, even if there were more than one
made from a PROPER mould. All the “stamps” I saw here in Toronto at our
historic post office were in fact made of engraved steel and not rubber,
which these appear to be.

Figure 18 - Cover #6

Figure 19 - Cover #3

Figure 20 - Cover #10

These comments are intriguing!
[ I too had a children's rubber stamp set. - At the back of my mind in the early stages of this enquiry, was a thought
that the "simplest" explanation for the D.w. was that a small child got hold of a batch of covers in somebody's
collection and put a handstamp they'd made on all of them! Fortunately as more covers were found, in a variety of
collections and in different countries, a child at play was no longer a simple explanation. ]
Continued
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UPDATE ON THE “D.W.” COVERS - Part 2 by Chris Hargreaves continued:
I also received another comment regarding the handstamp:


The impressions illustrated on the 14 covers indicate that the mark was a rubber cancel ,subject to inking and
pressure application ,and probably locally made. Rubber deteriorates with the use of acid inks, so short term use
(2/3years).

Comparing the handstamps is challenging, as in addition to normal variations caused by the amount of ink used, the
pressure applied, and wear and tear on the handstamp; the illustrations provided vary in size and quality. To allow
a more definitive analysis, I’ve scanned a number of the handstamps in a single image:

Left column: Covers 8, 7, 25, 9 Centre: Covers 18, 2, 28 Right: Covers 16, 14
Inch scale included at the bottom for reference.

But, if there was more than one D.w. handstamp:
# were they all being used in used in Winnipeg at the same time?
# were they used in Winnipeg in sequence after one was worn out and replaced?
# or was a D.w. handstamp being used in more than one location, and not just in Winnipeg?
Many thanks to Dale Spiers, Denny May, Don Fraser, Ed Matthews, Ian Macdonald, Julian Burgess, Ken Snelson,
Mike Street, Norman Seastedt, Peter Motson, Peter Wood, Rick Parama, Robert Timberg, Ron Barrett, and William
Cochrane whose comments were used in the above “anthology”, and to everybody with whom I’ve discussed these
covers from time to time.

If anybody has comments on this article, suggestions, more information, or copies of additional
covers with a D.w. handstamp, please send them to Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston,
Ontario K7M 4Y4 [Email: hargreavescp@sympatico.ca ]

